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Few-quantum-dot lasing in photonic crystal nanocavities 
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A very smooth lasing transition in photonic crystal nanocavities with embedded quantum dots is 
observed and compared to the theory. Decay rate measurements reveal that only a few quantum 
dots are feeding the cavity. 
OCIS codes: (140.3410) Laser resonators; (140.3460) lasers; (270.3430)  Laser theory 
 
Photonic crystal nanolasers have attracted great interest both for fundamental research and applications in the past 
decade. In photonic crystal cavities, the leakage to optical modes is strongly reduced, which increases the 
spontaneous emission coupling factor, β. This is a crucial parameter for the threshold characteristics of lasers. With 
increasing β, the well-known step-like threshold behavior becomes smoother. Although the smooth lasing transitions 
of photonic crystal nanolasers were observed and fitted by traditional rate equation models [1], a systematic 
comparison between experiments and more advanced semiconductor models of photonic crystal nanolasers is still 
missing [2]. The goal of this work is to get a deep understanding of the quantum dots based nanocavity lasers by 
comparing experiments to theory.  
 Fig. 1 (a) The output power (black circles) and the linewidth (blue squares) of the cavity mode as a function of excitation 
power. The solid line shows the theoretical curve as explained in the text. Red lines are guides to the eye for a linear increase of 
output power with a slope of one. (b) The emission spectra (black) of quantum dot-cavity system for 100 nW pumping power 
and decay rates (blue circles) for different wavelength. The cavity mode is highlighted in red. 
 
Excitation power dependent cavity mode intensity and linewidth are shown inFig. 1(a). In regimes Ⅰand Ⅲ , the 
output intensity increases linearly with the input power.  A smooth nonlinear increase of output power can be clearly 
traced in regime Ⅱ, which is the signature of onset of lasing. The theory predicts a similar behaviour as observed 
experimentally by assuming realistic parameters of cavity quality factor Q = 7800, the number of quantum dots N = 
4, spontaneous emission coupling factor β =  0.15 and the mode volume V = 0.52 μm3. The linewidth decreases in 
regime Ⅰ, is stable in regimeⅡ, and slowly decreases in regime Ⅲ [3]. Saturation is observed in regime Ⅳ.   
 
The emission spectra with low pumping power and the decay rates of quantum dots are shown in Fig. 1 (b).  Below 
saturation, many exciton peaks in the spectra can be indentified as well as the fundamental cavity mode around 950 
nm. Only three quantum dots have comparable decay rates to that of the emission at the wavelength of the cavity 
mode and most of the decay rates from quantum dots are strongly inhibited by the photonic band gap. This indicates 
that only a few quantum dots are feeding the cavity mode in the lasing transition process. 
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Fig. 2 (a) High excitation power spectrum in logarithmic scale where the background emission can be clearly seen. (b) Power series of the 
cavity mode,exciton line and the background emission. 
 
In order to understand the physical mechanism of quantum dots lasers, a high excitation power spectrum is plotted in 
a logarithmic scale in Fig. 2(a). Apart from the cavity mode, a constant background emission has been observed. 
The broad background emission is attributed to the multi-exciton states under high excitation powers. In Fig. 2(b), 
the emission intensities of an exciton state, background emission and the cavity mode have been plotted as a 
function of the excitation power. The exciton emission increases linearly with the excitation power before the 
saturation while the background emission increases linearly all the way with excitation power. Only the cavity mode 
shows a nonlinear increase of the intensity with the excitation power, showing that lasing has been achieved. Since 
the exciton emission saturates around the laser threshold power, it is very unlikely that the lasing is supported by the 
exciton state of quantum dots. On the contrary, the very broadband background emission which can be easily 
resonant with the cavity mode is keeping on increasing above the lasing threshold power and feeds the laser mode. 
 
In conclusion, we have experimentally realized Few-quantum-dot lasing in photonic crystal nanocavities. Due to 
mesoscopic nature of the qantum dots, the broadband multi-exciton states can be easily resonant with the cavity 
mode and contribute to the lasing. This feature enables a self-tuning mechanism for the gain media, which is very 
attractive for the device applications. 
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